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Clint, Below I provide my comments to the Questions for STAG members included in our Nov 
meeting materials package.  My comments are italicized. In general, the proposed changes to 
terminology add clarity.  The changes to reflect current practice improve transparency.  I 
support changes of this nature.   

Ruth Sofield 

Western Washington University 

______________________ 

Questions about Section 310: Initial investigation and assessment 

1. Ecology is proposing to incorporate an existing policy that allows Ecology to extend the
deadline for completing an initial investigation to encourage quick cleanups. Do you have any
concerns with the policy, including the circumstances under which Ecology may provide an
extension or how long Ecology may extend the deadline? See Section 310(3) in the preliminary
draft.

No comment. 

2. Should Ecology always notify owners and operators of the result of an initial investigation
even if no further action is necessary under MTCA? And should such notice be in the form a
letter sent by mail, or are other methods adequate? See Section 310(6) in the preliminary draft.

Yes.  The letter should be sent by mail.  Other forms of communication (e.g. e-mail) could be 
added. 

Questions about Section 320: Site hazard assessment and ranking process (SHARP) When 
answering the following questions, please also consider the SHARP Tool Memorandum and 
prototype SHARP Tool spreadsheet, provided separately.  

3. Do you agree that the current site hazard assessment and ranking process should be
replaced? See Sections 320 and 330(2) through (4) in the current rule.

Yes 
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4. Do you have any concerns with Ecology developing a new process outside of the rule guided 
by performance standards in the rule? Do the performance standards in the draft rule provide 
sufficient direction? Does the draft rule strike the right balance between specificity and 
flexibility? See Sections 320(2), (3), and (5) in the preliminary draft. 

With respect to 320(3b), my assumption is that the “vulnerable population” is intended to mean 
human populations. I would recommend specifying this if so, but also adding language that 
would support consideration of vulnerable non-human populations/communities. This could 
take the form of considering habitat and restoration potential with a focus on threatened and 
endangered species. 

5. Does the draft rule provide the right level of public involvement for developing a new site 
hazard assessment and ranking process? See Section 320(2) in the preliminary draft.  

No comment 

6. Does the new process properly account for environmental justice concerns? See Section 
320(3)(c) in the preliminary draft. Also see page 5 of the SHARP Tool Memorandum and the 
“flagged factors” worksheet of the SHARP Tool.  

Two ways to approach this are to have environmental justice concerns flagged or to have them 
as part of a formula where different factors are weighted. With respect to including this in a 
formula, the environmental justice concerns would need to be weighted heavily enough to 
impact the ranking or this isn’t serving the intended purpose.  Flagging (as proposed), would 
allow sites with environmental justice issues to readily identified as they could be grouped 
together.  I have follow-up questions on this.  What percentage of sites would be flagged for 
environmental justice concerns (estimated number)?  If the number is large, then how would 
sites be prioritized within that grouping? Is there a benefit and is it possible to have different 
flags for different levels of environmental justice concerns? If so, would that make ranking sites 
for environmental justice concerns more transparent (because there could be multiple 
groupings)? 

Related to my comments to question 4, would it be possible to add flagging for vulnerable non-
human populations? 

7. Should Ecology always assess and rank the hazard of sites before listing or de-listing sites? 
See Section 330(4) in the preliminary draft.  

Yes. 
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8. Should Ecology re-rank sites when new information becomes available or site conditions
change? Do you think any other situations should trigger re-ranking?

Yes, but what would be the threshold for site conditions changing?  For example, would a heavy 
rain event that washes away some topsoil be a changed site condition? Would this be based on 
Ecology’s professional judgement (that site conditions have changed in a way that a re-ranking 
is required)?  Could PLPs request a re-ranking because of a perception that site conditions have 
changed? Clarification would be helpful.   

Questions about Section 330: Contaminated sites list 

9. Does the draft rule provide the right level of public involvement for removing a site from the
contaminated sites list? See Section 330(4)(c) in the preliminary draft.

No comment 

10. How should Ecology inform the public when it:

In as many ways as possible and consistently for all scenarios below.

a. Adds or removes a site from the contaminated sites list? See Section 330(7)(b) in the
preliminary draft.

b. Ranks or re-ranks the hazard of a site on the contaminated sites list? See Section 320(7)(b) in
the preliminary draft.

c. Specifies or updates the cleanup status of a site on the contaminated sites list? See Section
330(7)(b) in the preliminary draft.
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